Successful Teacher Presence

MILD MANNERED TEACHER to SUPER E-LEARNING HERO
Why

Outside of Grayson College...

I am a great Face-to-face instructor, I just don't know how to reach my students in my online course. I am desperate, maybe this will help.
Community of Inquiry

- Social Presence
- Cognitive Presence
- Teaching Presence (Structure/Process)

Intersecting:
- Supporting Discourse
- Setting Climate
- Selecting Content

Educational Experience
Whenever you’re in danger, press the button on your watch! I’ll respond with the right interactive solution for your course goals and SLO’s. Thanks Super E-learning Hero! You’re a wonderful resource!
• Create a feeling of immediacy
• Show your perspective as a teacher, experience, humanize self
• Encourage students or get them back on track
• connect you and students, connects students together - have them humanize themselves
• Instructional products
• Ice Breakers
• Discussion board
• Text and tone
• Academic vs. the person (what do I show?)
• Events on campus—Breast Cancer Awareness, advising week
When

My students didn't grasp that last concept! I better call my pal for a just-in-time interaction solution!
• Basic overview of course
• Introduce lessons
• Clarify key concepts
• Share your experience
• Wrap-up Discussion Board topics
As Super E-Learning Hero gets his latest challenge...

Good Grief! We need an adjustment...
Course design

• Use repetition
• Create routine
• Play/Fun
Avatars or Photos

Mywebface.com

southparkstudios.com
I have often had dreams just like this one...

Clone Jake
Super E-Learning Hero is called comes to the rescue when PLAN A fails...

I am glad I had a back-up plan for just this situation...
Hmmmmm.....

- “I don’t like my voice”
- “I don’t like myself on camera”
- Backup plan in case of tech disaster
- Learn new technology
- Cost for equipment
Super Questions...
Super Thanks...
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